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Imago Dei Easter Festival “Backlight” 
March 11 – April 5, 2021 

 

8 concert evenings (March 11, 13, 20, 26, 27 and April 1, 2, 5)  
and 1 musical fairytale for kids (March 21) 
 

In the weeks before Easter the Klangraum Krems in the medieval Minorite Church showcases an 
extraordinary spring festival that captivates all the senses. Each year a diverse programme focuses on 
a theme dedicated to this special time of year. With music from different eras, cultures, and 
religions, with literature, film, and related discourse, the Imago Dei Easter Festival invites us to pause 
for a moment and become inspired in various ways. 
Following the unfortunate cancellation of IMAGO DEI 2020, we were able to reintegrate a majority of 
the programme in 2021, complemented with some fine new additions. The last edition under the 
auspices of curator Jo Aichinger unites music and philosophical deliberations from different times 
and cultures on the topic of “backlight” and is dedicated to the ambivalence of light and darkness. 
 
In 2021 the Easter Festival in Krems presents eight vernal concert evenings and a musical fairytale for 
kids with CANTANDO ADMONT, WOLFGANG MITTERER, JAUNA MUZIKA, NORDIC AFFECT, PETER 
SLOTERDIJK, ORLANDOVIOLS, PAUL GULDA, JOHANNES WOHLGENANNT ZINCKE, SLAGWERK DEN 
HAAG, PHACE, HANNES LÖSCHEL STADTKAPELLE feat. MAJA OSOJNIK & KLEMENS LENDL, FEDERSPIEL 
UND DIE BERGFEEN, and many others. 
www.klangraum.at  
 

> Tickets available  
 

Venue: Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church, Minoritenplatz 5, 3500 Krems a.d. Donau 
 

 

donaufestival “In The Year Of The Metal Ox” 
April 30 – May 2 and May 7 – 9, 2021 
 

The Chinese zodiac sign for the year 2021 serves as a code word for a donaufestival in the wake of a 
pandemic that has escalated social breakpoints and fronts and provoked unimagined artistic 
approaches to corporeality, intimacy, and collectivity. We interpret the impossible machine-animal of 
the metal ox as – despite everything – a libidinous imagination. The title alludes, on the one hand, to 
the 2020 donaufestival programme, which can be realised in substantial aspects in 2021 and framed 
the seductive-sinister potential of a network society of human and nonhuman actors under the title 
Machines Like Us. On the other, In The Year Of The Metal Ox refers to a state of emergency for the 
donaufestival between planability and improvisation, which, besides the forgone presentations of 
2020, sets the stage for a wealth of new projects forged in the lockdown days of our present age. 
 
With SOPHIE, MOON DUO, BLACK MIDI, GIRL BAND; MASMA DREAM WORLD, DEENA ABDELWAHED, 
ROSA ANSCHÜTZ, ARIEL EPHRAIM ASHBEL & FRIENDS “Fire Walk with Me” (performance, 
commissioned work / world premiere), STEFAN KAEGI: Temple du présent. Solo for an Octopus 
(Austrian premiere), METAHAVEN “Chaos Theory” (video installation, commissioned work / world 
premiere in cooperation with Kunsthalle Krems (30.04. – 27.06.2021), JAMES BRIDLE (lecture), and 
many more.  
www.donaufestival.at 
 
> Due to the current situation, programme release and start of ticket sales only in April 2021. More informations to be 
released. 
 
Venues: Messegelände and Stadtsaal, Utzstraße 12 (Festival Centre); Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church, 
Minoritenplatz 5; Kunstmeile Krems and others; all: 3500 Krems a.d. Donau 

mailto:barbara.pluch@noe-festival.at
http://www.klangraum.at/
http://www.donaufestival.at/
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Kino im Kesselhaus  
Indoor programme: all year round 
(Wednesday to Sunday, no screenings from end July till begin September) 
 

and 

Open Air Kino beim Kesselhaus 
July 1 – 18, 2021 

Krems’ arthouse cinema not only screens the finest arthouse productions all year round, it hosts talks 
with filmmakers, discussion rounds, live concerts, children’s puppet theatre, cinema workshops, 
diverse cooperation events as well as an extensive educational programme for schools. 
 
 

The scheduled specials include (subject to change): 
· February 20: Christoph & Lollo: Schispringerlieder Tour 
· March 25: Julia Lachersdorfer 
· April 17: Hosea Ratschiller “Neuer Mensch” (in planning) 
· May 14: Manuel Delago: Fahrradtour  
· June: Ulrich Drechsler Liminal Zone: Caramel, in planning (moved from Dec 2020) 
· October 1: Double concert Sigrid Horn – Lou Asril (moved from Nov 2020) 
· December 18: My Ugly Clementine (moved from Sept 2020) 
 

Kids specials: 
· January 17: Picture Book Cinema (moved from Nov 2020) 
· February 21: Puppet theatre: Theater Trittbrettl „Der zur Sonne ging oder Narbengesicht“  
· March 14: Picture Book Cinema by Wien extra cinemagic  
· October 17: Puppet theatre by Natascha Gundacker and Joachim Berger: “Die Birne Helene”  
 

Open Air Kino: 
Once per year, the Kesselhaus cinema relocates to a neighbouring green space. Come and enjoy the 
major film highlights of the year, film classics, and exciting new releases on the big screen in a 
wonderful ambience under the starry sky. A highlight of Krems’ culture summer! 
www.kinoimkesselhaus.at 
 

> Please visit the website for updates on when operations can resume, the most recent programme, and ticket 
sales. 
 
Venue: Kino beim Kesselhaus, am campus Krems, Dr. Karl-Dorrek-Straße 30, 3500 Krems a.d. Donau 
 

 

Glatt&Verkehrt 
July 9 – 25, 2021 
 

Spitz a. d. Donau (July 9 and 10), Winzer Krems, Sandgrube 13 (July 21 – 25) 
 

2021 is a very special year for Glatt&Verkehrt, as we are celebrating the 25th edition of our festival! 
On the one hand, we will reserve the stage for many of the concert ideas we sadly had to cancel in 
2020. Hence, one focus of the festival is already apparent, as a lot of the performers come from Italy 
– from South Tyrol to Sardinia, from Tuscany to Apulia. Just as important, however, and especially for 
the jubilee edition, are acts from Austria in musical collaborations with international colleagues. 
Remaining true to the Glatt&Verkehrt principle, we will once again primarily feature world premieres 
and Austrian debuts. As always, the radio station Ö1, our faithful festival partner, will accompany 
Glatt&Verkehrt with many live broadcasts for you to listen to on the radio. 
 

mailto:barbara.pluch@noe-festival.at
http://www.kinoimkesselhaus.at/
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Besides the well-established locations like Spitz or Sandgrube 13 in Krems, there are new venues in 
the planning. Also the popular Music Workshop will naturally be part of the programme again – this 
time in a slightly different form. 
 

This year we will be quite mindful with our announcements, so that we can guarantee more certainty 
about the final programme: The purchase of Early Bird tickets and registration for the Music 
Workshop will be possible from March 25, 2021. We will present the complete programme on May 
16 – once again accompanied by a live broadcast with artist talks and a concert from 
Radiokulturhaus. 
www.glattundverkehrt.at 
 
> Due to the current circumstances, Early Bird tickets will only be available from March 25. Complete 
programme release and purchase of individual tickets from May 16. 
 
Venues: Spitz Castle, Schlossgasse 3, 3620 Spitz a.d. Donau; Winzer Krems, Sandgrube 13, 3500 Krems a.d. Donau, and 
others 
 

 

European Literature Days 
November 18 – 21, 2020 
 
Krems an der Donau will once again become an extraordinary location for encounters with European 
literature. Dialogues with internationally renowned writers, book talks, readings, workshops as well 
as cultural and historical excursions and events accompanied with music and culinary delights 
promise an inspiring and multifaceted festival programme. 
This year’s focus is on the theme “Travel Routes”. The presentation of the Austrian Book Trade 
Honorary Award for Tolerance in Thought and Action to the annual prize winner once again forms 
the festive conclusion of the ELit days. 
www.literaturhauseuropa.eu 
 

> Programme release expected in June 2021. 

Venues: Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church, Minoritenplatz 5, 3500 Krems a.d. Donau, and others 
 

Reading hidden gems (June 17, 2021, October 21, 2021) 
 

In 2019 the Literature House Europe initiated a new event series in cooperation with kremskultur 
and Krems municipal and media library, which offers a lot to discover: unique places and 
architectural gems in Krems, which are usually not accessible to the public; sound pieces by artists 
from Krems’ diverse music scene; and—as the highlight of each evening—excellent literature by 
European writers, who perform readings of their work and then take time for encounters with 
interested visitors in a special ambience. 
www.literaturhauseuropa.eu 
 

Venues 
June 17, 2021: Ursula Kapelle (Dominkanerplatz corner Schlüsselamtsgasse, Krems an der Donau) 
Father Franz Richter guides through the Ursula Chapel. Marko Dinic reads excerpts of his work. The duo Vesselsky // Kühn 
plays and performs. 
October 21, 2021: Schlosskapelle Mautern (Schlossgasse 12, Mautern an der Donau) 
Karl Reder guides through the castle chapel. Ana Marwan reads excerpts of her work, and Volker Gallasch plays his button 
accordion. Wine from the region is served afterwards. 
 
> More information in February 2021 
 
 
  

mailto:barbara.pluch@noe-festival.at
http://www.glattundverkehrt.at/
http://www.literaturhauseuropa.eu/
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Sound Art 
 
Throughout the year the Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church and the Kapitelsaal of the Minorite 
Monastery accommodate unique acoustic and visual experiments with sound artworks by 
internationally renowned artists. Site-specific works and projects based on the interaction of sound, 
space, light, time, movement, and form create exceptional experiences with the architecture and 
acoustics of the early Gothic church and its chapter room. 
 

Klangraum Krems Kapitelsaal 
Gerald Moser. “your memories are idealized”  
A light-space installation with inflatables 

11 – April 5 and April 30 – May 9, 2021 
A volume of metallic mirror foil bulges out and surges in the space, thrusting from the window sill 
into the room like a cubist light beam, casting shimmers of light onto the walls of the Kapitelsaal and 
then slowly caving in upon itself once again. 
Interdisciplinarity and complexity characterise the works and projects of Gerald Moser, who always 
aims to challenge our perception. His installation for the Kapitelsaal is about the interplay of air and 
light, volume and space. In the constant change and endless repetition of a statement about 
memory, a formal game between form and context unfolds. 
 
> Opening times: on festival days of the Imago Dei Easter Festival and donaufestival 11:00 am to end of the concert, free 
entrance. 
 

Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church 
Asbjørn Blokkum Flø “Electric Rain” 
July 1 – October 3, 2021 

In this work the Norwegian composer and sound artist Asbjørn Blokkum Flø examines the auditive 
qualities of rain, from a light drizzle to a tropical storm. One hundred individually controlled speakers 
envelope the listener in a three-dimensional, spatial soundscape.  
 
www.klangraum.at 
 

> Opening times: Tue–Sun 11:00 am to 5:00 pm, free entrance. 
 
Venues: Klangraum Krems in the Minorite Church and Kapitelsaal, Minoritenplatz 5, 3500 Krems a.d. Donau.  

  

 

 
PRESS PHOTOS for download  
https://celum.noeku.at/pinaccess/showpin.do?pinCode=FestivalsVorschau2021 
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